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1. What is your current season of life? 

2. What are you learning in this season?

3. In your current season, which, if any, is currently on the back burner—  
    marriage, family, work, God, church?

DIScUSSIOn QUESTIOnS

WARM-UP
Each week of (7) includes a simple warm-up to get the conversation going. 
This week, get to know one another by sharing the following:

 Your name

 One fact about you

 What you’re hoping to get out of (7)

When you’re going on a journey, you have to know where you are before you 
can figure out where you’re going. That’s what we talked about this session. 
Take some time to review the Seasons of a Man’s Life content on pages 
4–6. Where are you right now on your journey? What do you think God is 
trying to do in your life?

There is a time for everything, 
and a season for every activity under the heavens.

Ecclesiastes 3:1
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nOTES

“ TO DIScOvEr WHaT manHOOD 
IS aLL abOUT, mEn mUST 
DEScEnD InTO THE DEEp 
pLacES OF THEIr SOULS anD 
FInD THEIr accUmULaTED 
GrIEF.” 

rObErT bLY

1. How was your dad similar to or different from John’s dad?

2. Talk about a high point or low point in your life. How does that event 
    affect your life today?

3. Do you agree it’s important to go back into your story in order to go 
    forward? Why or why not?

DIScUSSIOn QUESTIOnS

WARM-UP
Use this question to get the conversation going:

Can you believe John’s dad locked the screen door on him?  
Respond to his story.
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1. What do you do repeatedly, successfully, and happily?

2.  If time, money, or education was not an issue, what would you do?

3. What do you think you have to be, have, or achieve in order to be
    significant?

DIScUSSIOn QUESTIOnS

WARM-UP
This week, we have a simple warm-up for you. It’s a question with a series 
of one-word answers:

Are you . . . 
� s�!N�INTROVERT�OR�EXTROVERT�
� s�4ASKORIENTED�OR�PEOPLEORIENTED�
� s�3TRUCTURED�OR�SPONTANEOUS�

Every man is a complex mixture of hard-wired talents, abilities,
personality traits, and behaviors learned through good and bad 
experiences. Every man was created by God on purpose and for a purpose. 
Part of discovering that purpose is learning who you are, how God made 
you, and how the world around you has shaped and influenced you.

It isn’t always comfortable to ask the question, Who am I? Sometimes it’s 
painful. But it’s an essential step to living free and leading well.

If you would like to continue unpacking your unique design, take a few 
minutes to complete the “D.E.S.I.G.N. Exercise” located on page 26.

I praise you because I am fearfully and wonderfully made; your works are 
wonderful, I know that full well.

Psalm 139:14
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1. For you, which two areas of the “Big Five” tend to come into conflict     
    with each other?

2. Do you see working on yourself as a good thing, or does it seem selfish? 

3. If it’s true that God created you on purpose and for a purpose. . . what 
    do you think your purpose is? 

DIScUSSIOn QUESTIOnS

WARM-UP
Use this question to get the conversation going:

On which of the “Big Five” areas are you most focused? How are you strong 
in that area?

Every man is on a search for meaning in his life. It’s built into us to want 
our lives to matter, to want to leave a legacy. The problem is, when most 
men define what it means to live a full and meaningful life, their definitions 
don’t extend much beyond career and money. But I’m here to tell you: 
if your definition of a full and meaningful life doesn’t include the “Big 
Five”—self, marriage, family, work, and church—then your definition is 
incomplete.

The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy; I have come that they 
may have life, and have it to the full.

John 10:10
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nOTES

“ EacH man SHOULD 
FramE LIFE SO THaT 
aT SOmE FUTUrE HOUr 
FacT anD HIS DrEamInG 
mEET.”  

vIcTOr HUGO 

1.What do you want people to say about you at your funeral?

2. Who do you or don’t you want to end up like? Why?

3. Is the path you’re on now leading to your desirable future? If not, what is  
    one thing you need to change?

DIScUSSIOn QUESTIOnS

WARM-UP
Use this question to get the conversation going:

Are you past, present, or future oriented?
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1. Men want to be faithful husbands and fathers, so why is the temptation 
    of beauty such a struggle?

2. Why do we hide sexual sin more than other types of sin?

3. Whatever desire you struggle with, how do you know when healthy desire    
    crosses the line into sin?

DIScUSSIOn QUESTIOnS

WARM-UP
Use this question to get the conversation going:

Do you think the temptation of beauty will ever go away for you?

Last session, we talked about the importance of defining your desired 
future in each of the “Big Five” and then aiming for that desired future 
by deciding how you need to live now in order to get there. Be intentional. 
Be proactive.

The beast—sin—is an obstacle to your desired future. Fulfilling your 
short-term desires undermines your ability to fulfill your long-term 
desires. You can’t have that waitress, flight attendant, or coworker 
and have the kind of marriage you want in your golden years. If the 
beast runs wild, you probably won’t have satisfying relationships with 
your adult children, because the beast creates strife and turmoil.

Remember that it takes more than willpower to control the beast. You can’t 
do it alone. Don’t say, “Don’t.” Say, “Help!” Next session, we’re going to 
talk about one of the most significant ways you can say help.

So I say, walk by the Spirit, and you will not gratify the desires 
of the sinful flesh.

Galatians 5:16
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nOTES

“ THE man WHO can kEEp a 
SEcrET maY bE WISE, bUT 
HE IS nOT HaLF aS WISE aS 
THE man WITH nO SEcrETS 
TO kEEp.” 

EDGar WaTSOn HOWE

1. Which characteristic of a “two-way” relationship is important to you? 
    Why?
� s�#HEMISTRY��Do I get along easily with this guy?

� s�#URIOSITY��Is he a guy who would say, “Tell me more.”

� s�.O�#OMPETITION�� Is this guy always trying to one-up me?

� s�#HEERLEADING��Is this a guy who cheers me on in life?

� s�3HARED�6ALUES�� Does this guy value faith, marriage, and family as I do?

� s�#OMMON�)NTERESTS��Do we enjoy the same activities?

� s�3AFETY��Can I trust this guy with a secret?

2. Do you agree there are things a man should tell a trusted male friend but     
    not his wife? Why or why not?

3. What would be your next step in finding the kind of friendship John 
     talks about?

DIScUSSIOn QUESTIOnS

WARM-UP
Use this question to get the conversation going:

Do you currently have the kind of trusted friendship John describes? Have 
you ever had that kind of friendship?
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